Multicentre quality control of polymerase chain reaction for detection of HIV DNA.
Seven French laboratories tested the specificity and sensitivity of the polymerase chain reaction (PCR) for the detection of HIV-1 DNA. Following its own PCR protocols, each laboratory independently tested blind two panels of 20 coded peripheral blood mononuclear cell samples collected from HIV-1-seropositive individuals and from HIV-1-seronegative individuals at high or low risk of HIV infection. For the first panel, laboratories were free to select type and number of primers; for the second, all were required to use the two primer pairs Pol 3/4 and MMy 9/10' (Nef 1). False-positive and false-negative results were observed in all laboratories (concordance with serology ranged from 40 to 100%). In addition, the number of positive PCR results did not differ significantly between high- and low-risk seronegatives. The use of crude cell lysates in DNA preparation produced the same PCR results as phenol-extracted DNA. Discrepancies between laboratories indicated that factors other than primer pairs contributed strongly to laboratory variability. Our results emphasize the importance of both positive and negative controls in PCR and demonstrate the value of multicentre PCR quality control.